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ABSTRACT
The layer Hall effect describes electrons spontaneously deflected to opposite sides at different layers, which
has been experimentally reported in theMnBi2Te4 thin films under perpendicular electric fields. Here, we
reveal a universal origin of the layer Hall effect in terms of the so-called hidden Berry curvature, as well as
material design principles. Hence, it gives rise to zero Berry curvature in momentum space but non-zero
layer-locked hidden Berry curvature in real space. We show that, compared to that of a trivial insulator, the
layer Hall effect is significantly enhanced in antiferromagnetic topological insulators. Our universal picture
provides a paradigm for revealing the hidden physics as a result of the interplay between the global and local
symmetries, and can be generalized in various scenarios.

Keywords: layer Hall effect, hidden Berry curvature, antiferromagnetic insulator, axion insulator, quantum
transport

INTRODUCTION
An electron has multiple degrees of freedom, in-
cluding charge, spin and valley. Such degrees of free-
dom are encoded with distinct Berry curvature dis-
tribution, leading to various types of Hall effects, in-
cluding the anomalous [1], spin [2,3] and valley [4]
Hall effects. Recently, direct observation and ma-
nipulation of these Hall effects have been achieved,
triggering further explorations of the family of Hall
effects [5–9]. In addition to charge, spin and valley,
electrons possess another degree of freedom that
divides real space, especially in layered materials,
i.e. the layer degree of freedom. Accordingly, this
may lead to an unprecedented type of Hall effect,
the layer Hall effect, where electrons are sponta-
neously deflected to opposite sides at different lay-
ers [Fig. 1(a)] [10,11]. Such an effect is required
to be associated with a non-zero layer-dependent
Berry curvature lockedwith real space [Fig. 1(b)], in
contrast to the valley Hall effect in which the Berry
curvature is inhomogeneously distributed in mo-
mentum space.

In thiswork, byusing tight-bindingmodelHamil-
tonians as well as first-principles calculations, we
study the layerHall effect in anA-type antiferromag-
netic (AFM) system that preserves the global space-
time PT symmetry (P stands for inversion sym-
metry and T stands for time-reversal symmetry).
We show that whereas the global Hall conductance
vanishes because of the antiunitary PT symmetry,
each layer that breaks the PT symmetry locally
contributes to the non-vanishing layer-dependent
Hall conductance, as a result of the layer-locked
hidden Berry curvature. Remarkably, the layer Hall
effect can be significantly enhanced in the ultra-
thin films of the AFM topological insulator, com-
pared to that in a topologically trivial insulator. The
layer Hall effect manifests a switchable net anoma-
lous Hall conductance by applying a perpendicu-
lar electric field, which lifts the two-fold degeneracy
of the states with the compensated layer-locked
Berry curvature [Fig. 1(c)–1(d)]. On the other
hand, when the thickness increases, the enhanced
layer Hall effect in the AFM topological insulator is
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Figure 1. Schematics of (a) the layer Hall effect and (b) layer-
locked hidden Berry curvature (the red and blue fluxes) in a
two-layer AFM insulator. In the layer Hall effect, electrons
are spontaneously deflected to opposite sides at different
layers (the red and blue arrowed curves) due to the layer-
locked hidden Berry curvature. (c)–(d) When a perpendicular
electric field (the cyan arrow) is applied, the system breaks
the PT symmetry (P for inversion and T for time rever-
sal), and shows layer-locked anomalous Hall effects tunable
by the electric field direction. The yellow arrows specify the
AFM configurations. The green arrows denote the in-plane
electric field Ey for the Hall measurement.

localized to the top and bottom surfaces, with the
Hall conductance approaching ±e2/2h. Consider-
ing that MnBi2Te4 [12,13] is recently believed to
host the axion-insulator phase but is challenging to
detect [14,15], our theory is helpful for detecting the
axion-insulator phase through non-local and stan-
dard Hall-bar measurements.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Hidden berry curvature and the layer hall
effect in PT -symmetric
antiferromagnets
It has recently been recognized that various physical
effects are determined by the local symmetry break-
ing of a system, albeit with a higher global symmetry
that seemingly prohibits the effect from happening.
Examples include spin polarization [16], orbital po-
larization [17], circular polarization [18] and Berry
curvature [19], etc. As a result, the concept of hid-
den polarization could be defined, where the specific
physical quantity is localized in real space due to
local symmetry breaking, whereas global symmetry
ensures an energy-degenerate partner with opposite
polarization.

To illustrate this, we consider a PT -symmetric
unit cell consisting of two sectors (say, layers)
with broken PT for each. Examples include non-
magnetic 2H-stacking MoS2 and A-type AFM in-
sulator MnBi2Te4, no matter for three-dimensional
(3D) bulk or 2D few-layer slabs, where a single
MoS2/MnBi2Te4 unit breaks thePT symmetry lo-

cally. The antiunitary nature of global PT symme-
try ensures that each band is two-fold degenerate
with zero net Berry curvature in momentum space
�n,↑(k) + �n,↓(k) = 0, where n and k denote the
band index and wave vector, respectively. However,
each PT -broken layer manifests a non-zero distri-
bution of local Berry curvature, �n(k, z) (z = 1 or
2 is the layer index), also named hidden Berry cur-
vature. Meanwhile, another layer related by thePT
symmetry manifests an opposite hidden Berry cur-
vature distribution, i.e. �n(k, 1) = −�n(k, 2). For
a non-magnetic material such as MoS2, the integral
of the hidden Berry curvature throughout the whole
Brillouin zone (BZ) must be zero because the pre-
served T ensures �n(k, z) = −�n(− k, z). As pre-
viously reported [19,20], such hidden physics can
only be experimentally detected by special measure-
ments with momentum resolution, such as circular-
dichroism angle-resolved photoemission. However,
in aPT -symmetric A-type AFM insulator with bro-
ken T , the integral of the hidden Berry curvature
could give rise to a non-zero�n(z), leading to mea-
surable signals from standardmeasurements such as
quantum oscillation or transports [21]. Therefore,
an even-layer A-type AFM insulator is an ideal plat-
form to study the hidden Berry curvature and the
layer Hall effect [see Fig. 1(a)–1(b)].

Model and method
We next choose an A-type AFM insulator to study
the layer Hall effect and its dependence on the mag-
netization, band topology and experimental signa-
tures. We start from a tight-binding model with out-
of-plane magnetization defined on a cubic lattice
as [14,15,22–26]

H =
∑
r

φ†
r Vrφr +

( ∑
r,α=x,y ,z

φ†
r Tαφr+δα̂ + H.c.

)

(1)
with Vr = �4(M0 − 2B1 − 4B2)+m(− 1)zszσ 0 +
V[z − (nz + 1)/2]s0σ 0, Tx = −iA2�1/2 + B2�4,
Ty = −iA2�2/2 + B2�4 and Tz = −iA1�3/2 +
B1�4. Here, �j=1,2,3 = si ⊗ σ 1, �4 = s0 ⊗ σ 3, and
σ and τ are Pauli matrices for the spin and orbital
subspaces, respectively; Di,M0, Bi and Ai are model
parameters, where i = 1, 2; m describes the ampli-
tude of the intra-layer ferromagnetic order and V
measures the potential on each layer induced by the
perpendicular electric field Ez . In the absence of the
perpendicular electric field, i.e. V = 0, the system
describes a trivial insulator when M0 < 0, and an
AFM topological insulator whenM0 > 0. In the cal-
culations, we take the parameters as A1 =A2 = 0.55
and B1 = B2 = 0.25 [24].
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Figure 2. Numerically calculated Hall conductance σ A
x y (a) as a function of M0 with m = 0.12 and (b) as a function of m

with M0 = 0.5 (red) and M0 = −0.2 (blue). (c) Numerically calculated Hall conductance σ A
y z as a function of M0 with m =

0.12. Here we consider a 3D bulk AFM insulator. The system size adopted is as follows: (a)–(b) nx = ny = 40 and nz = 2 and
(c) ny = nz = 40 and nx = 2 with periodic boundary conditions along the x, y and z directions.

The BZ-integrated hidden Berry curvature local-
ized on each layer is obtained through the non-
commutative real-space Kubo formula [27]

�n(z) = 2π iTr{ P̂ [−i [x̂, P̂ ],−i [ ŷ , P̂ ]]}z
(2)

with periodic boundary conditions along the x
and y directions. Here, x̂ and ŷ are the coordi-
nate operators and Tr{· · ·}z is the trace over the
zth layer (z = 1, 2, 3, . . . , nz); P̂ is the projector
onto the occupied states of H. Equation (2) is rec-
ognized as a local Chern marker representing the
real-space projected Chern number in the z direc-
tion [28,29].The layer-resolvedHall conductance is
σ xy(z) = (e2/h)�n(z), and the total Hall conduc-
tance is given by σ xy = ∑

zσ xy(z).

Layer hall effect in the AFM insulator
We first focus on the 3D A-type AFM insulator
with the magnetic moment oriented along the z axis
[see the inset in Fig. 2(a)]. With periodic bound-
ary conditions along the x, y and z directions, we
numerically calculated the layer-resolved Hall con-
ductance σ A/B

xy , which corresponds to the contribu-
tion to the net Hall conductance σxy = σ A

xy + σ B
xy

from the A/B layer. Despite the fact that the net
Hall conductance is zero for all directions due to the
PT symmetry, it is found that σ A/B

xy manifests non-
vanishing layer-resolvedHall conductance, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). The global PT symmetry guarantees
that the layer-resolved Hall conductances of the lay-
ers connected by thePT symmetry are exactly com-
pensated, i.e. σ A

xy = −σ B
xy . Thus, the layers of the

system can host opposite Hall conductances, which
establishes the layer Hall effect.

When turned to an AFM topological insulator
with a band inversion (M0 > 0), the layer Hall
effect is significantly enhanced. As shown in

Fig. 2(a), compared to the trivial insulator when
EF is in the band gap, for the AFM topological
insulator, σ xy(nz) reaches 0.23e2/h, which is more
than one or two orders stronger.

The hidden Berry curvature as well as the layer
Hall conductance experience a steep increase during
the topological phase transition, highlighting the sig-
nificantly enhanced Berry curvature effects in topo-
logically non-trivial systems. As shown in Fig. 2(b),
with increasing magnetizationm, σ A

xy increases both
for the trivial insulators (blue) and the topological
insulators (red), yet with different behaviors. The
increasing rate of the AFM topological insulator
(M0 > 0) is much more prominent than that of the
trivial insulator (M0 < 0).

Figure 2(c) shows σ A
yz as a function of M0 with

the in-plane magnetic moment oriented along the x
axis [see the inset in Fig. 2(c)].Correspondingly, the
non-zero layer Hall conductance turns to σ A/B

yz ac-
cording to the manner of local PT breaking. Fur-
thermore, themagnitude of the layerHall effect with
in-planemoments is much smaller compared to that
with out-of-planemoments.This suggests that align-
ment between the magnetization and the stacking
direction, which related to the partition of the unit
cell intoPT -breaking layers, is favorable to invoke a
large layer Hall effect.

Let us now focus on the 2D case, i.e. bilayer sys-
tem (nz = 2), composed of two layers with oppo-
site magnetizations. Figure 3(a) shows the numeri-
cally calculated layer Hall conductance σ xy(z) as a
function of the Fermi energy EF for a trivial insu-
lator with M0 = −0.1. When turned to the bilayer
of an AFM topological insulator with band inver-
sion (M0 = 0.4), the layer Hall effect is significantly
enhanced.As shown inFig. 3(a) and3(b), compared
with σ xy(nz) = 0.015 e2/h for the trivial insulator
when EF is in the band gap, for the AFM topological
insulator, σ xy(nz) reaches 0.48 e2/h, which is more
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Figure 3. (a)–(b) Numerically calculated Hall conductances as functions of the Fermi
energy EF for (a) the trivial insulator filmwithm= 0.12 andM0 = −0.1 and (b) the AFM
topological insulator thin film with m = 0.12 and M0 = 0.4 for nz = 2. Here the dots
correspond to the layer-resolved Hall conductance σ xy(z ) and the color distinguishes
different layers z . The green lines denote the net Hall conductance σ xy = ∑

zσ xy(z ).
(c) Numerically calculated Hall conductance σ xy(z ) as functions of z for differentmwith
nz = 4 and M0 = 0.4. The color distinguishes different m. (d) Numerically calculated
energy gap Eg (dashed blue) and σ xy(nz ) (solid red) as functions of M0 with m= 0.12.
Here, we take V= 0 with system size nx = ny = 40 and open boundary condition along
the z direction.

than one order stronger than those in the trivial in-
sulator, as is expected.

Figure 3(c) shows σ xy(z) as a function of
the layer index z for a four-layer slab. The Hall
conductance of the internal layers (i.e. z = 2 and
z = 3) is about ±0.23 e2/h for m = 0.12, which
in accordance with the results of the bulk (see
Fig. 2). On the other hand, the layer Hall effect for
the surface layers is much stronger than the bulk
layers show in Fig. 2(a). This effect is attributed
to the half-quantized surface effect in the axion
insulator phase [30] (see Sec. SIII of the online
supplementary material for more details).

The comparison between the trivial insulator and
the AFM topological insulator can be revealedmore
clearly in Fig. 3(d), which shows the energy gap Eg
(dashed blue) and σ xy(nz) (solid red) as functions
ofM0.The topological transition happens at a larger
M0 with increasing nz , without gap closing because
of the preserved PT and broken T symmetries. In
other words, there is always a mass term resulting
from the interplay between the finite-size hybridiza-
tion and the A-type AFM order [31]. Moreover, the
two layers in the bilayer system are coupled and thus
σ xy(nz) is always smaller compared to the multiple-
layer system.

Overall, our results reveal three distinct features
to enhance the layer Hall effect in PT symmet-

ric AFM insulators: (i) the direction of the AFM
pattern aligns with the geometric stacking of layers,
(ii) non-trivial band topology in the bulk that mani-
fests stronghiddenBerry curvature and(iii) the layer
Hall effect is further enhanced at the surface layers in
the axion insulator phase due to the surface anoma-
lous Hall effect. In the experiment [10], Gao et al.
chose a six-layer slab ofMnBi2Te4 with A-type AFM
pattern along the stacking z direction, which fulfills
all the three conditions above, and thus observed a
significant layer Hall effect. More importantly, be-
yond thePT -breaking physical picture in the exper-
iment [10], we reveal a universal origin of the layer
Hall effect in terms of the hidden Berry curvature
physics and related design principles for future ma-
terial search.

Using a perpendicular electric field to
reveal the layer hall effect
In the bilayer system, the hidden Berry curvatures
localized on each layer have degenerate energy due
to the PT symmetry. In this section, we show how
the layer-locked Berry curvature and the layer Hall
effect become observable by applying a perpendicu-
lar electric field Ez . As shown in Fig. 4(a), Ez breaks
the PT symmetry and induces an energy offset be-
tween the states of the two layers. When the Fermi
energy cuts the valence band of the top layer, the
system is dominated by the occupied bands with the
negative Berry curvature contributed by the bottom
layer. As a result, a net anomalous Hall conductance
appears. Here, we emphasize that the net anomalous
Hall conductance does not simply originate from
PT breaking, but the emergenceof thehiddenBerry
curvature. The role of Ez is predominately to sep-
arate the hidden Berry curvature of different layers
compensated by the globalPT symmetry. This can
be easily verified by the fact that the Hall conduc-
tance of anAFM topological insulator ismuch larger
than that of a trivial insulator under the same electric
field [see Fig. 4(a)].

Figure 4(b) further illustrates that the imbalance
of the layer-locked Berry curvatures leads to a net
anomalous Hall conductance, showing two plateaus
with opposite signs near EF = ±V. The layer Hall
effect is also robust against disorder [Fig. 4(c)].
We introduce Anderson-type disorder to the system
with 
(H) = ∑

r φ
†
rWrφr, where Wr is uniformly

distributed within [−U/2, U/2], with U being the
disorder strength. For U = 1, which is much larger
compared to the size of the AFM gap (about 0.2),
the conductance plateaus are still observable.

Figure 4(d)–4(f) show the numerically calcu-
lated σ xy, σ xy(1) and σ xy(nz) as functions of V
and EF. With increasing field strength, the two Hall
conductance plateaus of the opposite layers move
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Figure 4. (a) Schematic of the layer Hall effect with a perpendicular electric field. The perpendicular electric field induces a
potential difference between the top and bottom surfaces, leading to an imbalance of their Hall conductances, as a result of
the uncompensated hidden Berry curvature of different layers when the global PT symmetry is broken. (b)–(c) Numerically
calculated Hall conductances as functions of the Fermi energy EF for AFM topological insulator thin films with the perpen-
dicular electric field V= 0.3 for the disorder strength (b) U= 0 and (c) U= 1. Here the dots correspond to the layer-resolved
Hall conductance σ xy(z ) and the color distinguishes different layers z . The green lines denote the net Hall conductance σ xy =∑

zσ xy(z ). In (c), the error bars are magnified 3 times to show the conductance fluctuations of 200 samples. (d)–(f) Numerically
calculated Hall conductances σ xy, σ xy(1) and σ xy(nz ) as functions of EF and V. (g) Numerically calculated Hall conductance
σ xy as functions of EF andM0. Here, we takeM0 = 0.4, m= 0.12 in (b)–(f) and V= 0.3, m= 0.12 in (g). The system size is
nx = ny = 40 and nz = 2.

along opposite directions in energy.The net anoma-
lous Hall conductances are mainly contributed by
one of the two layers [Fig. 4(e)–4(f)]. Further-
more, the chirality of the anomalous Hall effect can
be efficiently tuned by modulating the direction of
the perpendicular electric field. Compared to triv-
ial insulators, the anomalous Hall conductance in
AFM topological insulators is much more promi-
nent [Fig. 4(g)], which is consistent with the origin
of the hidden Berry curvature, as shown in Fig. 4(a).

In Sec. SII of the online supplementary material,
we show more results similar to those in Fig. 4, but
for different numbers of layers, ranging from nz = 3
to nz = 8. For different even-layer films, the results
are similar to the case with nz = 2. The odd-layer
filmshavenoPT symmetry, and the layerHall effect
is absent in these systems. We also show the results
for different system sizes nx,y.TheHall conductances
converge as nx,y increase. Moreover, in Sec. SIV of
the online supplementarymaterial, we show that the
layerHall effect canbe revealedwithout breaking the
PT symmetry, by proposing a new setup based on
the non-local measurement.

Layer hall effect as a signature for the
axion insulator
When increasing the film thickness nz, the A-type
AFM topological insulator, such as MnBi2Te4, ex-
hibits the long-sought axion-insulator phase [22].
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Figure 5.Numerically calculated Hall conductances as func-
tions of the Fermi energy EF for the axion insulator with (a)
V= 0 and (b) V= 0.3. Here the dots correspond to the layer-
resolved Hall conductance σ xy(z ) and the color distinguishes
different layers z . The green lines denote the net Hall con-
ductance σ xy =

∑
zσ xy(z ). We takeM0 = 0.4 andm= 0.12

with system size nx = ny = 40 and nz = 4.

Such exotic phenomenon originates from the bulk
topological magnetoelectric response, manifesting
half-quantized surface anomalous Hall conductance
σ xy = ± e2/2h, which could serve as experimental
evidence. However, up to now the verification of the
axion insulator is limited to the effect of the zeroHall
plateau,which is indirect evidence for the axion insu-
lator [32–34]. In this section, we elucidate that the
layer Hall effect is an ideal physical observable that
is feasible to measure, providing a signature for the
axion-insulator phase [35].

As shown in Fig. 3(c), σ xy(nz) converges at
M0 = 0.4 when nz ≥ 4, indicating that a four-layer
system is enough to present the surface effect
of a three-dimensional axion-insulator phase.
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Figure 6. (a) Structure of a four-layer slab of MnBi2Te4 or MnSb2Te4 computed using first-principles theory. (b) Layer-resolved
Hall conductance σ xy for MnBi2Te4 (magenta) and MnSb2Te4 (cyan). (c) Electronic band structure for the four-layer MnBi2Te4
under a zero (left) and 1 mV/Å (right) perpendicular electric field. The red and blue dots denote the projection to the top
and bottom surfaces, respectively. (d),(e) The Hall conductance for the top and bottom surfaces as well as their sum for the
four-layer MnBi2Te4 under a zero (d) and 1 mV/Å (e) perpendicular electric field.

Figure 5(a)–5(b) show the numerically calculated
Hall conductances as functions of the Fermi energy
EF for the four-layer AFM topological insulator
under the electric field with V = 0 and V = 0.3,
respectively. We find that the enhancement of
the layer Hall effect mainly reflects on the surface
layers [Fig. 5(a)]. This still works for the case with
larger nz (see the online supplementary material).
In comparison, the interior layers contribute
weaker layer Hall conductance (about ±0.13 e2/h
inside the band gap) due to the oscillation of the
layer-dependent magnetization [35].

The axion insulator is characterized by two in-
tertwined effects: one is the half-quantized surface
Hall conductance, the other is the bulk magneto-
electric effect.Therefore, the observation of the layer
Hall effect characterizedby thenearly half-quantized
Hall conductance implies the possibility of the ax-
ion insulator phase and its related bulk topologi-
cal magnetoelectric effect. On the other hand, the
layer Hall effect has both surface and bulk contri-
butions. In the axion insulator, the surface Hall con-
ductance is oppositely half-quantized on the top and
bottom surfaces, because of the bulk magnetoelec-
tric coupling. Because of the contribution from the
bulk, the layer Hall conductance deviates from the
precise half-quantization, but its large signal in the
experiments could provide hints for the co-existing
half-quantized surfaces and possible axion insulator

phase. Remarkably, in the presence of the perpen-
dicular electric field, the two anomalous Hall con-
ductance plateaus shown in Fig. 5(b) reach nearly
half-quantized values ±e2/2h when the energy de-
generacy of the two surfaces is lifted.Despite the fact
that the half-quantization of the surface anomalous
Hall effect is not topologically protected in ametallic
state, the nearly ±e2/2hHall conductance, the sign
of which depends on the field direction, serves as a
signature of the axion insulator phase and its related
bulk topological magnetoelectric effect. Therefore,
we suggest that the layerHall effect can provide a sig-
nature for detecting the long-sought axion-insulator
phase.

MnSb2Te4 and MnBi2Te4 from
first-principles calculations
To further verify the layer Hall effect, we
next perform first-principles calculations on
MnBi2Te4, which is an ideal material platform
owing to its intrinsic A-type AFM configuration
[Fig. 6(a)] [12,13]. The first-principles calculations
were performed with the Vienna ab initio simulation
package [36,37] and the projector augmented
wave method [38] to treat the core and valence
electrons using the following electronic config-
urations: 3p64s23d5 for Mn, 5d106s26p3 for Bi,
4d105s25p3 for Sb and 5s25p4 for Te. The revised
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Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-correlation
functional [39] was selected. The Brillouin zone is
sampled using a 6 × 6 × 3 �-centered Monkhorst-
Pack k-point mesh and integrations are performed
using Gaussian smearing with a width of 2 meV.
We use the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof plus Hubbard
U method of Dudarev et al. [40] with Ueff(Mn) =
5 eV to take into account the correlation effects of
the Mn-3d electrons.

Here, both the bilayer and four-layer MnBi2Te4
slabs are calculated. In MnBi2Te4, the penetration
depth of the surface states is mainly embedded in
thefirst two septuple layers fromthe terminating sur-
face [41,42]. Therefore, the top and bottom surface
states in the bilayer system are always coupled and
thus cannot host the half-quantized anomalous Hall
conductance, which is the manifestation of an ax-
ion insulator defined in three dimensions. On the
other hand, a four-layer slab is just thick enough
to capture the essential topology of the axion state
in MnBi2Te4 due to its negligible finite-size effect.
After projecting the Blöch orbitals to the Wannier
orbitals,we calculate the layer-resolvedHall conduc-
tance by calculating the local Chern marker. Its cal-
culation for a particular layer follows the derivation
by Varnava et al. [30], whereas the position oper-
ators x(y) = 〈ψ ik|i�vx(y)|ψ jk〉/(Eik − Ejk) are ob-
tained within the Wannier orbitals constructed by
the Wannier90 package interfaced to the Vienna ab
initio simulation package [43,44]. We find that the
calculated σ xy(z) for the bilayer MnBi2Te4 reaches
±0.35 e2/h. For the four-layer slab, the calculated
σ xy(z) of the top and bottom layers are nearly half-
quantized, i.e. ±0.49 e2/h, while the internal layers
showmuch smaller contributions [Fig. 6(b)]. Com-
paring the layer-resolved Hall conductance for the
two-layer and four-layer slabs to that for the bulk
MnBi2Te4, σ xy ∼ ±0.21 e2/h, illustrated with the
gray color bar in the left panel of Fig. 6(b), one
can clearly distinguish the contribution of Hall con-
ductance from surface enhancement and that from
strong hidden Berry curvature.

By shifting the Fermi energy, the Hall conduc-
tance deviates from 0.5 e2/hwhen it cuts the valence
or conduction bands [Fig. 6(d)], with the summa-
tion of the top and bottom layers being zero, which
is regulated by inversion symmetry.When a perpen-
dicular electric field of 1 mV/Å is applied, the global
PT symmetry is broken and the degeneracy of the
top and bottom surfaces is lifted [Fig. 6(c)]. Hence,
the layer Hall effect is revealed as the total Hall con-
ductance when the Fermi energy cuts the bands of
one surface, with the sign being switchable by chang-
ing the field direction.

We also calculate the layer Hall effect of a four-
layer MnBi2Te4 slab with in-plane magnetic mo-

ments, and find that the layer Hall conductance
is about 0.003 e2/h, two orders smaller than that
with the out-of-plane magnetic moments. This re-
sult is consistent with the model calculations shown
in Fig. 2(c). Although the in-plane AFM configura-
tion also holds the global symmetry but breaks the
local PT symmetry, there are two main differences
compared to the out-of-plane configuration. Firstly,
as discussed in Fig. 2(c), the dominant local Hall
conductance for the in-planemagneticmoment case
(m//x) is σ yz rather than σ xy, while the layer Hall
effect in 2D slabs is determined by σ xy. Secondly,
the in-plane moment is not sufficient to open an ex-
change gap on the surface [45]. As a result, the gap
opened for the four-layer slab is caused by the quan-
tum confinement, and thus the layer Hall effect can-
not be enhanced topologically.

In order to highlight the significant enhancement
of the layerHall effect inAFMtopological insulators,
we also perform the same calculations on a trivial in-
sulator MnSb2Te4, for which the band gap is close
to that in MnBi2Te4. The only difference in terms
of the electronic structure between these two mate-
rials is that the latter has band inversion. However,
the existence of band inversion leads to a remarkable
difference in theHall conductance of the surface lay-
ers. One can find in Fig. 6(b) that, for nomatter two-
layer or four-layer system, the Hall conductance for
the top and bottom layers of MnSb2Te4 is one or-
derofmagnitude smaller than thatofMnBi2Te4.The
layer-locked Berry curvature of the interior layers of
four-layer MnSb2Te4 is slightly larger than those of
the surface layers, but still much smaller than those
of MnBi2Te4.

Based on the atomistic Hamiltonians with close
reliance on realistic attributes of materials, our first-
principles calculations yield qualitatively consistent
results with the tight-binding model calculation,
while several subtle details are noted. First, we find
that, under the electric field, for n-doping, the total
Hall conductance cannot reach 0.5 e2/h before the
Fermi energy cuts the second conduction band [de-
noted by the green region in Fig. 6(c) and 6(e)],
when the total Hall conductance starts to drop. Sec-
ond, there is no electron-hole symmetry of the va-
lence and conduction bands in such realistic sys-
tems.Therefore, the behavior of the layer Hall effect
for p- and n-doping should be different in the exper-
iment. We find that the total Hall conductance for
MnBi2Te4 can reach up to beyond −0.5 e2/h when
EF approaches −0.08 eV. From the layer-resolved
Berry curvature contribution, one can find that such
significant increase is due to the peak from bottom
surface, which originates from the subtle interplay
between the surface layer and the internal layers, de-
noted by the arrow in Fig. 6(c).
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To further demonstrate the generic nature of
the layer Hall effect, we also performed DFT cal-
culations for Mn2Bi2Te5, in which the neighboring
Mn atoms are connected by the Mn-Te-Mn bond.
The computed σ LHE

xy ∼ 0.27e 2/h is of a similar
magnitude as that for MnBi2Te4 (see Sec. SV of the
online supplementary material for more details).
Therefore, we expect that the layerHall effect should
also exist in non-van der Waals materials [46–48].
Moreover, we expect that the layer Hall effect
would emerge by stacking two AFM non-collinear
layers [49,50] in a PT -symmetric fashion, which
might trigger further exploration in the future.

CONCLUSION
To summarize, we show that electron accumulation
could take place at opposite edges at different layers
in the layered structures with globally preserved but
locally broken PT symmetry. Such a layer Hall ef-
fect exhibits a macroscopic Hall conductance by ap-
plying a perpendicular electric field, which lifts the
degeneracy and thus reveals the hidden Berry cur-
vature localized in specific layers. A recent experi-
ment by Gao et al. [10] demonstrated the layer Hall
effect in the magnetic axion insulator MnBi2Te4, in
terms of the anomalous Hall conductance as a per-
pendicular electric field breaks the PT symmetry.
Beyond that, our theory has revealed a universal ori-
gin of the layer Hall effect in terms of the distribu-
tion and compensation of real-space-resolved Berry
curvature. Such a mechanism of hidden physics can
not only be generalized to many scenarios but also
indicates that the layer Hall effect could be detected
without breaking the global PT symmetry, e.g. in
the non-local measurement (see Sec. SIV of the on-
line supplementary material). Moreover, we pro-
pose more material candidates in general AFM in-
sulators based on the layer degree of freedom, and
show why the layer Hall effect can be significantly
enhanced inAFMtopological insulators.Thiswill in-
spire more experimental explorations.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary data are available atNSR online.
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